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A NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR THE STUDY OF LARGE SODIUM SPRAY
FIRES AND ITS APPLICATION FOR SPX1

T.VARET, B.LEROY (FRAMATOME(1)), M.BARTHEZ (EDF(2)), J.C.MALET (IPSN(3))

Abstract

For the original design of SUPER-PHENIX, only pool fires were analysed for secondary sodium because these
were thought to be the most likely. However, after the sodium spray fire at the solar plant of ALMERIA, an analysis of the
consequences of secondary spray fire was undertaken. According to the French Safety Authority, the most penalizing cases
of sodium leak and fire must be taken into account for each type of consequences, up to the complete rupture of a main
secondary pipe. The experimental data available were mainly based on sodium flowrates in the range of ten kilograms per
second, which are far below the leak flowrates obtained in case of a complete rupture of a main secondary pipe, i.e. several
tons of sodium per second during a short time interval ; moreover, it was obviously not possible to perform sodium tests with
such high flowrate conditions. Consequently a complete methodology for the prediction of the behaviour of large sodium
spray fires has been developed : the two-dimensional code PULSAR, which solves the two phase flow Navier-Stokes
equations with source terms of mass and energy, is first used to evaluate the physical behaviour of a spray of sodium droplets
in a cell in diverse conditions and thus to determine the burning rate. This last value is then used as data in the FEL'MIX
code in which other phenomena such as the dynamic response of pressure relief systems are described, in order to determine
the pressure transient in the cell. This approach has been successfully tested using the experimental data available from past
and recent tests, particularly the high flowrates tests IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604. This numerical approach has been applied
to the analysis of the consequences of postulated large sodium leaks in SUPER-PHENIX and allowed us to justify the
hypotheses used to design the protective measures implemented on the plant, and thus the demonstration of safety with
regard to large sodium leaks.

Resume

Lors de la conception de la centrale SUPER-PHENIX, les feux de sodium ont ete analyses sous l'hypothese, qui
paraissait alors la plus probable, des feux en nappe. Cependant le feu de sodium qui s'est produit a la centrale solaire
d'ALMERIA a conduit a revoir cette hypothese et a etudier les consequences de feux de sodium en partie pulverise.
L'Autorite de Surete francaise a demande que les cas de feux les plus penalisants pour chacune des consequences soient
etudies, jusqu'aux ruptures completes des tuyauteries principales. Les donnees experimentales obtenues jusqu'a present ne
couvraient qu'une gamme de debits de fuite jusqu'a quelques dizaines de kilogrammes par seconde, tres en deca des
quelques tonnes de sodium par seconde possibles pendant un bref instant dans le cas des ruptures completes des tuyauteries
principales ; il n'est de plus pas envisageable de realiser des essais dans de telles conditions de debit. En consequence, il a
fallu developper une approche par le calcul pour pouvoir predire les consequences de feux de sodium a grand debit
d'ejection. D'abord le programme de calcul bidimensionnel PULSAR, qui resout les equations de Navier-Stokes en milieu
diphasique avec des termes sources de masse et d'energie, est utilise pour determiner le comportement d'un jet de gouttes dc
sodium dans differentes configurations, et en deduire les valeurs de debit de sodium brule. Ces valeurs sont ensuite utilisees
comme donnees d'entree dans le programme de calculs FEUMIX qui modelise d'autres phenomenes comme en particulier Ic
comportement dynamique des exutoires, afin d'evaluer le transitoire de pression dans Penceinte. Cette approche a etc validee
sur des essais anciens et recents, notamment les derniers essais a gros debit IGNA 3602 et IGNA 3604. Cette approchc
numerique a ete utilisee pour l'analyse des consequences des grosses fuites de sodium postulees a SUPER-PHENIX, ct a
permis de justifier le conservatisme des hypotheses retenues pour dimensionner les systemes de limitation des consequences
mis en place, et d'apporter la demonstration de surete de l'installation vis-a-vis des grosses fuites de sodium.

1. INTRODUCTION

The risk of secondary sodium leak and fire has been taken into account since the beginning of the
design of SUPER-PHENIX ; the three lines of defence widely used in the safety analysis were concerned :

• prevention, mainly through the quality of design and fabrication,
• detection, mainly through the electrical continuity and sodium aerosols detectors, and through

periodic inspections
• mitigation, mainly through the fast draining of the secondary loops, the ventilators shutoff in case of

aerosols detection, the catch pans and sodium trays especially designed to lead to sodium fire self-
extinguishing.
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The mitigation measures have been defined according to the assumption that sodium pool fire was the
most probable type of sodium fires, mainly thanks to the low pressure in the secondary sodium loops and to the
capturing effect of the thermal insulation around the secondary pipes. The passive extinguishing systems have
been designed to take into account the whole mass of sodium which could leak in the worst case of a complete
rupture of a main secondary pipe.

After the sodium fire at the solar plant of ALMERIA (SPAIN), which led to the definitive closure of the
plant, an analysis of the consequences of secondary sodium spray fire was undertaken. In the beginning this
study took into account sodium leaks resulting from a breach of limited area, up to the guillotine rupture of an
auxiliary pipe. These leaks were also considered as including realistic breaches in the main secondary pipes. In
such cases it was possible to use experimental results of sodium spray fires in order to determine the burning
rates of the induced sodium fires ; these burning rates were subsequently used in the FEUMIX code which
evaluates the thermodynamical consequences of sodium fires, in particular the increase in temperature of gases
and structures, overpressure in the cell and aerosols production. As a result, some modifications of the plant
were undertaken, but these were not considered sufficient by the french Safety Authority who requested to take
into account the risk of sodium spraying even in the case of complete rupture of a main secondary pipe.

The experimental data available from the past tests were mainly based on sodium flowrates in the range
of ten kilograms per second, which are far below the leak flowrates obtained in case of a complete rupture of a
main secondary pipe, i.e. several tons of sodium per second during a short time interval ; moreover it is
obviously not possible to perform sodium tests with such high flowrate conditions. Consequently, besides
mechanical studies with R & D support and sodium leak detection improvement (by the use of a new type of
sodium leak detector : the "sandwich" leak detector) aiming to demonstrate the leak before break characteristic
of the main secondary pipes and thus the very low probability of a complete rupture of a main secondary pipe, a
numerical approach for the study of large sodium spray fires has been developed.

2. THE STUDY OF LARGE SODIUM SPRAY FIRES IN THE SECONDARY GALLERIES OF SUPER-
PHENIX

The secondary sodium loops in SUPER-PHENIX run in the reactor building, between the dome and the
steam generator buildings ; the rooms in which these pipes are located are called the secondary galleries ; there
are four identical secondary galleries, one for each loop.
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In these rooms the length of the pipes is large, and not only main pipes but also auxiliary pipes are
located there. No double-envelope has been placed around the pipes in the secondary galleries. Consequently,
the risk of sodium leak must be analysed, and the consequences of a sodium leak must be assessed under the
hypothesis of a sodium spray fire as explained above.

The risks induced by a large sodium fire in the reactor building are high, because such fire can affect
two over three safety functions :

• containment, because the reactor building is the fourth containment barrier of the plant,
• decay heat removal, because the propagation of the sodium fire or aerosols in the reactor hall could

affect the other sodium loops.

The main problem in case of a large fire in a secondary gallery is a high overpressure likely to lead to a
rupture of the walls of the secondary gallery, and then to a sodium fire in the reactor hall ; this can then hazard
the whole reactor building and can also initiate a common failure of all the decay heat removal systems.

Consequently, it has been decided early in the sodium fire project to improve as much as reasonably
possible the protection systems against sodium fire and to reinforce the walls of the secondary galleries.

That means particularly that the largest area of the reactor building wall compatible with the reactor
building stability has been opened in the secondary galleries ; as the secondary galleries are in the secondary
containment it is necessary to ensure a sufficient level of airtightness for the outside for all the operating
conditions except the secondary sodium spray fires, and these openings have been then fitted with mechanical
release valves.

Moreover the secondary galleries have been separated in several compartments linked to the pressure
relief systems thanks to openings in the walls ; this solution has been adopted for the following two reasons :

• the quantity of oxygen immediatly available for the combustion of the leaked sodium is limited,
• the maximum overpressure that the smaller area of the floor of these compartments can withstand is

higher than for the whole surface of the floor of the secondary gallery ; this was the weak point of
the secondary gallery resistance to overpressure, after reinforcement of the steel lateral walls.

The adequacy of the design of the compartments and their walls and of the pressure relief systems has
been confirmed by FEUMIX (see § 3.2) calculations in order to compare the overpressure they would have to
sustain and their design overpressure ; the following assumptions were made for the burning efficiency :

• for the sodium ejected flowrates lower than those resulting from the rupture of auxiliary pipes the
instantaneous and complete combustion of the ejected sodium has been postulated ; such leaks are
considered in the design as hypothetic situations,

• for the sodium ejected flowrates higher than those resulting from the rupture of auxiliary pipes, up
to the complete rupture of the main secondary pipes, the evolution of the burning efficiency has
been defined by its maximum value, depending on the size of the cell (40% for the smallest cells)
and the time to reach this value ( I s ) ; such leaks are considered as highly hypothetical, and taken
into account in the frame of the defence in depth approach.

Other assumptions have been made to study the consequences of sodium fire propagation from one cell
to the adjacent ones ; this aspect of the analysis lies outside the objective of the present paper and will not be
described here.

These hypotheses concerning the evolution of the burning efficiency in the case of high sodium ejected
flowrates have been postulated following tests (see § 3.3) in which the ejected sodium flowrates are far below
those which have to be taken into account in the reactor case. The extrapolation of these values was motivated
by the intuitive thought that the burning efficiency decreases when the ejected sodium flowrate increases, for
high values of ejected sodium flowrates. This has been confirmed by the calculations detailed hereafter.

3. A NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR THE STUDY OF LARGE SODIUM SPRAY FIRES

The numerical approach which has been developed to study the consequences of large sodium spray
fires includes the following stages :
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• firstly, the PULSAR code (Ref. [1]) is used to evaluate the physical behaviour of a spray of sodium
droplets for different conditions of spray formation and then to calculate the sodium burning rates,

• these values are used as data in the FEUMIX code (Refs [2-3]) to evaluate the pressure and
temperatures transients in the cells taking into account their pressure relief vents.

The original version of PULSAR and the version 2.1 of FEUMIX have been used.

This approach has been verified with experimental data, for low sodium ejection flowrates to the
highest ever performed, in the IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604 tests, and then used in the conditions of sodium leak
flowrates and cell geometries of SUPER-PHENIX. This is presented in more details hereafter.

3.1. The PULSAR code

3.1.1. Motivation in the use of PULSAR

PULSAR aims to modelize quite precisely the influence on the sodium combustion of the space-time
evolution of the two-phase medium constituted by the sodium droplets and the gas atmosphere with aerosols.
The governing hydrodynamic equations are solved in the context of a finite difference approach ; a two-
dimensional model in cylindrical coordinates is used to represent sodium droplets motion and air circulation
within a containment cell. The sodium combustion model uses one average size droplet of spherical shape in
each mesh of the cell. The spraying of a sodium jet is not modelled in the code ; the sodium jet is assumed to be
completely pulverized.

PULSAR has been developed and used in the past to estimate the consequences of a primary sodium
spray fire under the dome of SUPER-PHENIX in the case of the highly hypothetical energetic whole core
disruptive accident. Mainly because of the limits in computer performance at this time, this approach has been
given up for the development of global models like FEUMIX, in which the burning rate of the sodium jet is not
calculated but deduced from experiments or arbitrarily or pessimistically choosen by the user of the code. So in
the case of large sodium ejection flowrates the PULSAR approach appears to be of main interest in order to
compensate for the lack of experimental results.

3.1.2. Illustration of the potential of PULSAR

As explained above, PULSAR estimates the quantities of sodium droplets and oxygen present in each
mesh of the cell by taking into account:

• the combustion of the sodium droplets, which depends on the area of the sodium droplets, the local
temperature and the local oxygen concentration

• the motion of the sodium droplets under the gravitational and droplet drag effects
• the gas motion under the effects of thermal buoyancy, droplet drag and flow friction

The two maps of figure 1 which represent the velocity field of the gas and the repartition of burning
sodium give a nice illustration of PULSAR results : the first map shows the interaction between gas and droplets,
and the second map shows the effect of the gas circulation on the combustion of the sodium spray. The evolution
of the total burning rate on all the meshes of the cell is shown on the following figure :

(
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This evolution is coherent with the maps of figure 1 : in the first second the burning rate is high because
the sodium droplets propagate in atmosphere with high concentration of oxygen. Afterwards the sodium is still
ejected in the same zone, where oxygen disappears ; then the burning rate is decreasing in this zone, but the
periphery of the ejection zone is still fed with fresh air due to the interaction with the sodium jet ; globally the
burning rate is still increasing but with a slighter slope.

3.1.3. Parametric studies

Numerous parameters characterized the sodium spray : the droplet diameter, the time varying flowrate
of liquid sodium droplets, the droplets ejection area, the temperature of the ejected sodium droplets, the
magnitude of the velocity of the ejected sodium droplets and the direction of the ejected sodium droplets.

To these six parameters must be added two parameters which characterize the cell in which the sodium
is spraying : the volume of the cell and the characteristic length of the cell with regard to the droplets motion.

At last one parameter relative to the calculation method must be added : the size of the meshes.

Numerous calculations have been performed by NOVATOME in order to test the effect of each of these
parameters. The general result is that the burning rate is not only strongly dependent on the size of the droplets,
but also on the quantity of oxygen intercepted by the spray of sodium droplets: this quantity increases when

• the free path of the sodium droplets, and consequently the residence time of the droplets in the
atmosphere of the cell, increases : this means that the droplets have more time to burn

• the ejection area increases
• the density of the sodium spray decreases
• the ejection velocity varies with time : in this way the sodium jet "sweeps" a larger part of the cell

according to the following figure which presents the balistic parabola of the sodium droplets :

Several parametric calculations have been performed for increasing ejected sodium flowrates by
increasing

• either the velocity of the ejected sodium, the ejection surface being constant
• or the porosity of the ejection surface, the velocity being constant.

In every case the result is the same : the burning efficiency is decreasing for increasing sodium ejected
flowrates. The explanation of this result lies mainly in the fact that a sodium jet with a very high flowrate
corresponding to a complete rupture of a main pipe stays very dense during its development in the cell ; the
combustion of such a sodium jet only occurs at the periphery of the jet and in front of the jet. On the opposite a
jet with a smaller flowrate can be more easily dispersed, this dispersion increasing then as a consequence of the
combustion in the jet; the volume of the cell concerned by the sodium propagation and consequently the
quantity of oxygen available for the combustion of the droplets is higher in this case than in the preceding one.
This phenomenon is shown on the maps of figure 2. Consequently in the case of a sodium jet resulting from a
complete rupture of a main pipe the burning efficiency is smaller than for a smaller leak flowrate ; the effect
which reduces the burning efficiency in case of high flowrate leaks is the quantity of oxygen available for the
combustion ; on the opposite in the case of sodium leaks with smaller flowrate the quantity of oxygen is
sufficient to ensure the combustion of the sodium droplets, and the limiting effect is the surface available for
exchanges between sodium and oxygen, that is the size of the droplets.
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3.2. The FEUMIX code

3.2.1. General presentation

FEUMIX is a point-dimensional code, that means that the geometry is modelled by a volume (or a
series of volumes) characterized by a single value of gas temperature and pressure. The mass and energy
balances are solved globally for a set of systems, each one representing totally the considered physical
component:

• the liquid sodium
• the burning zone
• gas (nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen)
• aerosols (monoxide, peroxyde, hydroxide)
• walls, which can be fitted with openings or discharge valves

FEUMIX modelizes radiative exchanges from the flame to the other systems in a semi-transparent
medium taking into account the aerosol concentration.

The FEUMIX models are based on a global interfacial area between the atmosphere of the cell and the
sodium jet; heat and mass transfers from the flame and the burning rate are expressed with this global interfacial
area. The values of this essential parameter are determined from post-calculations of a large set of experiments,
taking into account different ejection conditions (direction, velocity...) but in the same range of flowrates (up to
almost 70 kg s'1).

3.2.2. Motivation in the use of FEUMIX

The preceding discussion has shown that PULSAR describes in a satisfactory way the behaviour of a
sodium spray fire from the combustion side, and can then palliate the lack of experimental results for very large
sodium flowrates. In fact the PULSAR models are not sufficient to give a good evaluation of the pressure
transient induced by a sodium spray fire, mainly because the heat of combustion is mainly transfered to the gas,
there is no radiative exchanges between the burning droplets and the wall ; this leads to overestimate the gas
temperature; and then the pressure increase in the cell.

The overestimation of the gas temperatures doesn't call into question the burning rate calculations (this
can lead to a pessimistic evaluation of the burning rate) ; these values can then be used as input in FEUMIX, in
which the heat balances are expressed in a global form but in a more precise way; particularly the temperature of
the gas and then the pressure in the cell are determined more realistically than in the PULSAR code.

Moreover FEUMIX modelizes the dynamic behaviour of the pressure relief systems ; this is of the main
interest in the case of sodium spray fire in relatively small cells, because the pressure increase can then be very
fast, and the mechanical inertia of the valves can then limite the pressure relief.

Consequently FEUMIX has been modified in order to be able to use as data the burning rates
determined by PULSAR calculations.

3.3. Experimental validation of the approach

In order to validate this approach, calculations have been performed for past and recent tests ; the
experiments which have been used for this validation phase are the following : FCA 3.2, FCA 6.2, IGNA 2002,
IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604.

The IGNA 2002, IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604 tests have been performed recently by CEA in the
GALAXIE facility at Cadarache in the framework of the study of large sodium spray fires in SUPER-PHENIX
(Refs [3-4]), while the FCA tests have been performed previously in the FAUNA test facility by FZK (Ref. [2]).

3.3.1. FCA 3.2 and FCA 6.2

The theoretical ejected sodium flowrate was almost 5 kgs" in both tests.
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The best fit has been obtained with a radius of sodium ejected droplets between 1 mm (for the first
seconds) and 1.5 mm ; the following figure shows the comparison for the pressure evolution in the FCA 6.2 test
between the experimental values and the results of a PULSAR calculation performed with a droplet radius of 1.5
mm ; this comparison is all the more satisfactory since the real ejected sodium flowrate is not known.
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3.3.2. IGNA 2002

The IGNA 2002 test was devoted to validate the solution adopted for the secondary pipework chambers
("secondary gallery") which consists in dividing the whole volume in almost ten compartments (see § 2) ; its
objective was particularly to contribute to the analysis of the risk of sodium fire propagation through the
openings between the compartments. The ejected sodium flowrate was not kept steady during the test ; its
maximum value was 135 kg s" ; the volume of the fire room was 24 m\

The particular features of the IGNA 2002 test are :
• the obstacle, which was a H-shaped iron rod which was not large enough to cover the whole section

of the sodium jet : consequently a part of the sodium jet impinged on the rod while the other part
impinged on the ceiling of the cell,

• the fire test room, which was connected to another similar room by an opening located in the lower
part of the separating wall ; this layout was representative of the compartments in the secondary
galleries of SUPER-PHENIX.

Water tests have been performed before the test with sodium in order to optimize the form and the
location of the obstacle ; these tests have strikingly shown that the sodium flow pattern after impact on obstacles
is parabola-shaped and not cone-shaped, as assumed in previous PULSAR calculations or in NABRAND
calculations (Ref. [1]). Consequently the PULSAR code has been modified in order to allow the modelisation of
sodium ejection in lateral direction and not only in axial, upwards or downwards, direction.

The IGNA 2002 test calculations have shown the strong influence of the sodium combustion in the
upper part of the cell on the combustion of the sodium jet in the lower part (see figure 3) : the combustion in the
upper part of the cell leads to a higher difference in pressure between the two cells than in the case of a
combustion in the lower part only ; the displacement of air induced by this overpressure leads then to a higher
burning rate in the lower sodium jet.

The pre-calculation of the IGNA 2002 test with the PULSAR code has shown that this configuration in
the specific layout of the compartments is more severe than the one where the jet totally impinges on the iron
rod ; advantage has been taken of this teaching to perform calculations in the reactor case.

The calculations performed with a droplet radius of 1 mm demonstrate that this assumption is
pessimistic, as shown by the comparison between the pressure evolutions drawn on the following figure ; the
calculated maximum overpressure is higher than the experimental one but it is reached with a delay, the slope of
the experimental pressure increase is much higher than the calculated one ; the available version of the PULSAR
code didn't allow us to fit the experimental pressure evolution precisely ; some modifications in the PULSAR
code decided after this comparison, such as the injection of sodium droplets in the cell with time varying radius
(Ref. [5]), must improve this comparison.
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3.3.3. IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604

The objective for the IGNA 3602 and 3604 tests, in which a jet of sodium impinges on a horizontal
impact plate, was to perform sodium spray fire experiments with the highest ejected sodium flowrate possible in
the IPSN fire facilities at Cadarache and to estimate the evolution of the burning efficiency for increasing
sodium ejected flowrates.

The main interest of the IGNA 3602 and 3604 tests is that they have been performed in similar
conditions except for the sodium ejected flowrate ; the value of the ejected sodium flowrate at the steady level
was respectively 90 kg s"' and 225 kg s"1. Also they are very usefull to confirm the main result obtained from the
parametric calculations with the PULSAR code relative to high sodium ejected flowrates, which is that the
burning efficiency decreases when the ejected sodium flowrate increases.

The best fit for the pressure transient has been obtained with a droplet radius of 2 mm and of 3.2 mm in
the case of IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604 respectively, the other parameters which characterizes the sodium
ejection being the same, particularly the thickness of the paraboloid representative of the sodium jet after the
impact on the plate :
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Consequently the interpretation of the IGNA 3602 and 3604 tests shows that it is necessary to use a
higher mean droplet radius to fit the pressure transient induced by a sodium fire with higher ejected sodium
flowrate. This is the PULSAR way to represent the decrease of the burning efficiency when the ejected sodium
flowrate increases, the other conditions being constant.
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4. APPLICATION OF THE NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR SUPER-PHENIX

A parametric study aiming to find the most penalizing conditions for the sodium jet combustion has
been undertaken ; the results of the calculations performed for the tests and described above have been taken
into account.

The following hypotheses for the ejected sodium flow pattern have been tested :
• rain-down from the impact plate : this modelizes the sodium jet behaviour after impact on the

ceiling, in case of an ejected sodium flowrate of mild energy,
• single parabola ("umbrella shaped") : this modelizes the sodium jet behaviour after impact on the

ceiling, in case of an energetic ejected sodium flowrate,
• double parabola : this modelizes the impact of an energetic sodium jet on an obstacle like small

pipes or iron girder supports, which separate the initial sodium flowrate in two parts.

The evolution of the burning rate is given by PULSAR calculations. One must notice that:
• for small ejected sodium flowrates the burning efficiency is quite high, but the absolute value of

burning rate is quite small,
• for high ejected sodium flowrates the absolute value of burning rate can be higher than the

preceding ones, but the burning efficiency is quite small and then heat exchanges between the flame
and the unburnt sodium absorb an important part of the heat of sodium combustion,

• because of the mechanical inertia of the mechanical release valves and of the low value of their
opening threshold (almost 10 mbar) the maximum overpressure in the compartments of the
secondary galleries can be reached while the maximum value of the burning rate is still not reached.
Consequently not only the absolute values of burning rate but also the slopes of the burning rate
evolution play an important role in the pressure increase in the cells.

Consequently it is impossible to determine a priori which of the burning rate evolutions is the most
penalizing with regard to overpressure in the cell ; it is then necessary to perform FEUMIX calculations with
numerous values of ejected sodium flowrate. One must also notice that in case of a partial rupture on a main
secondary pipe the sodium velocity at the breach is higher than in case of a complete rupture ; this leads to a
higher slope of burning rate because the sodium jet reaches then faster some zones of the cell with a higher
oxygen concentration.

Parametric calculations were also necessary to take into account the differences between the cells,
which concern mainly their volume, the pressure-drop from the cell to the pressure relief systems, the area of the
openings between the cells.

The following figures show the burning rate evolution in case of a single parabola flow pattern for
different values of ejected sodium flowrate and the maximum overpressure obtained in each case ; the PULSAR
calculations were performed with a mean droplet radius of 1 mm, which is certainly a pessimistic value
according to the IGNA 3602 and IGNA 3604 calculations.
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The maximum value of burning rate is obtained when the sodium jet impacts on the walls of the cell. In
the FEUMIX calculations the burning rate is taken constant and equal to this maximum value once it has been
reached ; this hypothesis is penalizing according to IGNA 2002 post-calculations.

It appears from this parametric study that the most penalizing condition is obtained in a configuration
near the IGNA 2002 one, where the sodium jet spreads into a double umbrella-like shape. The following figure
shows the evolution of burning rate obtained in such cases :

This most penalizing calculation among the whole set of PULSAR and FEUMIX calculations
performed gives a margin factor of 1.5 at least with regard to overpressure resistance of the cells ; this concerns
the absolute value of the pressure and the relative value of pressure between the fire cell and the other adjacent
compartments.

5. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE STUDY OF LARGE SODIUM SPRAY FIRES IN SUPER-PHENIX

This paper doesn't aim to present all the studies that have been performed and all the modifications of
the plant that have been implemented to deal with large sodium spray fire. For example :

• the risk of sodium fire propagation between the compartments has been analyzed with the
FEUMIX-CONTAIN code

• the hydrogen risk induced by water evaporation from the heated concrete has been eliminated
thanks to the thermal insulation and protection of all the concrete walls in the secondary galleries

• the risk of sodium fires in the steam generator building has also been studied with the FEUMIX and
PULSAR codes; because of the geographical separation between the four steam generator buildings
and of the distance between the steam generator buidings and the reactor block, the risks induced by
a sodium fire in the steam generator building are lower than in the secondary galleries ; on the
opposite the presence of water circuits and the large openings of these buildings to the outside
induce specific risks (sodium-air-water reaction and discharge of large amounts of aerosols in the
atmosphere respectively). The PULSAR code has been used to estimate the burning rates in the
steam generator building for high ejected sodium flowrates ; realistic assumptions have been made
for the droplets radius, taking into account the results of IGNA 3604 test post-calculation, instead of
the pessimistic value of 1 mm chosen for the secondary galleries ; this is due to the differences in
the risk for the plant safety between both cases.

The protective measures described above, which consist in compartmentaliz;ng the secondary galleries
and fitting the wall of the secondary building in the secondary galleries with pressure relief systems, have been
complemented by other devices improving either the leak detection, for example :

• sandwich type detectors which cover the whole length of the weld,
• video control of the secondary galleries,
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or the protection against sodium leak and fire, for example :
• improvement of the draining system of the catch pans in the secondary galleries,
• modification of the ventilation system in the secondary galleries,
• thermal protection of the draining valves and other components important for safety,
• reinforcement of the separating walls between the sodium zones and the water zones in the steam

generator buildings,
• compartmentalization of part of the circuits outside the secondary containment in order to limit the

burning efficiency.

Figure 5 presents a secondary gallery of SUPER-PHENIX after modifications to take into account large
sodium spray fires.

6. CONCLUSION

The PULSAR and FEUMIX codes have been successfully used in order to estimate the burning rate and
thus the induced pressure increase in case of high ejected sodium flowrates, for which experimental values are
missing.

This approach has been validated by comparison with the recent IGNA tests in which relatively high
ejected sodium flowrates have been used ; the PULSAR calculations have given interesting lessons confirmed
by experiments for the sodium fire behaviour particularly in case of the small opened cells.

PULSAR calculations are usefull to evaluate realistic burning rates in case of ejected flowrates higher
than the experimental ones, or for geometrical or ejection conditions different from the experimental ones.

New developments are in progress for the PULSAR and FEUMIX codes (Refs [5-6]) ; the studies
presented above will be pursued with the new versions of the code.
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FIGURE 1
EXAMPLE OF PULSAR RESULTS

gas velocity and sodium burning flowrate for a 25 kg s"
ejected flowrate in a large cavity (2 000 m3)
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FIGURE 3
PULSAR RESULTS

sodium burning flowrate in IGNA 2002 test
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PULSAR RESULTS
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